
 

                                                                                                                        

 
 

Be Creative: Make Video Walls, Tickers, Serpentine, Circles, Vertical Towers, LED Banners, Barrels ….  

MANDEX LED DISPLAYS….  INTRODUCES….  

CREATIVE LED TILES  

 

 

WE PROUDLY INTRODUCE OUR QUALITY DESIGNER 
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                                 Catch Attention…    Create…    Captivate…    Motivate…    Stimulate…    Communicate…. 

 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

    
Create, Rent Own a Complete Customizable straight or Flexible LED Ticker, Video screens. 

Easy install, complete or In Kit form will adhere to any flat surface with magnets on the rear for metal structures  

 or remove magnets & use Velcro™ 
We offer complete custom screens Tickers, Semi-Custom Aluminum enclosures straight or formed plastic Bendable Adjustable Flexible Rack . 



  

                                                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

.RENT OR BUY  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mandex LED Displays providing indoor and LED tickers, messaging and signage solutions since 1979. From consulting, concept 

design, installation, service, and support, Mandex LED continues to provide a variety of LED hardware and software solutions and 

services to all business segments across North America.  Our products are designed to maximize your company’s product/service 

visibility and create a “Wow Factor” for your business, which can offer you an immediate ROI. 

Mandex never sells anything it doesn’t rent nationwide to its Hollywood clientele, so you can be assured of high quality long-

lasting, reliable well-tested and easy to program products and software and services.LEDit-Flex™ Lightweight flexible creative 

tough RGB LEDit-Flex™  Tiles and  enclosures  can  be  round, serpentine, straight, horseshoe, vertical,  and make perfectly gapless 

smooth  right angled corners, create concave, convex,  shapes 
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Pacific  Design  Center 6 Inch  

Pacific Design Center Blue Building 

Pacific Design Center Blue Building 

 Design Cener Blue 

 KIT OR ENCLOSED  



LEDIT-Flex™ can be sold or rented n creative kit form ready for your own structure, with custom set-up, diagram supplied.  Also, 

our LEDIT-Flex™ complete ticker screens, whatever option you choose our Ticker screens  will arrive “plug and play” on your PC or 

laptop  screen.depending on the  controller that chosen best for your content requirements.  

LEDIT-flex ™ Tiles will adhere to most flat, straight or curved structures, offering a sleek 1.25” 1.5” ticker depth which  will come with 

custom, easy- install instructions, it can also be ordered with complete fabricated extendable ticker enclosures in Black Powder 

coated,lightweight aluminum for linear tickers, or formed black polycarbonate for  flexible bendable enclosures.  Both offer front-

frameless screens, adding a sleek modern look to your ticker. 

• LEDIi-Flex  Ticker Enclosures, for straight tickers are in approx. 50.3” wide sections, or any custom  length or height.  At 
6.25” high, or 12.59” wide or according  to the tiles length, the tiles  are designed to offer  extendable height or length, 
enclosures are same as our tiles @ 12.59” wide  and only 3.75”-  4” deep. 

                                                                           

2 LEdit Flex Tles 1 PPD sealed  RibBon cables          Aluminum Enclosure                             Nova Sending Box controller 1 Pc 

• Hardware  LEDit-Flex Tickers  come with options of  a HDMI controller  synchronous controller which plugs into your HDMI 
laptop or PC  output,  which then can go up  to 300’  using a Ethernet cat 5 cable to the PPD( Power data boxes), receiving 
cards )  inside the Ticker, Synchronous controllers the pc has to stay on.  

• Mandex designed small and lightweight PPD’s whitch  fit inside our enclosures or hide  behind the tiles when you use your 
own structures these  come  with safe plug in cables that  hook up in minutes no tools required . 

Options of networking asynchronous controller which  sends the data messages to the display from the  the computer which 
can be shut down after sending the finished program file to the Ticker, WiFi  is also an option and now depending on the 
controller and you can  program from your android phone . 

HDMI  or synchronous control systems use “HDMI ” out of your PC. acts as a 2nd pc screen, mapped and configured by the 
software to the  size of your tickers  pixel type and configuration. The LED sign mirrors exactly what you design on your PC 
allowing for  all types of content to be shown, including background colors and graphic scenes, with text messages going over 
the top or behind , video clips with cloud scenes using our editing software provided. Our Software runs RSS feeds, PowerPoint 
presentations, video clips, gifs in a variety of formats,  scrolling text, with message scheduling features to automatically play 
your list of content. Using a remote pc you can program from anywhere. 

 

• Basic software Training is included, with videos, written  instructions, and diagrams. 

• Software supplied will allow you set up a play list and schedule files in any date, hour, minute format. You can import 
and  show  word documents, scrolling text messages, images, jpgs,  video clips in many formats  or RSS feeds. 

• Tech support is always a phone call away  during your set-up,  even after-hours.  If you need us, we will be with you. 

• Maintenance with a spares kit  Ledit-Flex  Screens could not be easier to use.  No electricians or tools are required.  A quick 
call and tech support  will explain how to repair or replace in a minutes using the magnets  or Velcro.  No dark time while 
repairs or exchanges or repairs are being made. 

• Hanging hardware,  supplied for straight or flexible screens, with encosures offer rear mount cleat and rail (these hang like 
pictures)  or they can hang from the ceiling, using eye bolts supplied. 



  

• Curved  Enclosures , flexible Mandex Custom Rack enclosures which bend where you need it are also available, depending 
on  the  type of project and installation. These  come in fomed plastic with cut out supports which allow you to flex  bend to 
any  curved structure.  

• Optionally , working with “Trussworks,”   we have designed our LEDitFlex to clip the magnets  right on to Truss 
Works  Ezy6  metal Truss system to make any  strong permanent or rental shape structure for the Ticker. 

• Ticker Content: and  benefits with a  48 high pixel pitch offers   1-line or 2-line, split screen  scrolling for financial stock 
quotes, news, sports, or advertising with messaging capability our software  allows you the option of using a single line of 
text/video/animation/graphic, or use 2 lines combining your own  text that enables you to be creative, artistic, and most of all 
empowers you to deliver powerful advertising, or informative  messages on one  line while up to the minute  news or financial 
or sports ticker on the other line.   

 

For broadcast licensed stock quotes or sports results or news . 

 Our content partner can offer  TickerTainment™  “Eye-Candy” offers  news, sports, financial content, stocks, RSS feeds, along with 

your own messages.  For example, if you  don’t want to spend the time learning the program or you want someone eles to do your 

programmng and you want to run  RSS feeds, web site contents, or show company  Twitter feeds, our partnercan do  it all for you, 

for a reasonable  monthly/yearly subscription. Or purchase the software. Our Content Partner uses  remote programming  and can 

have you up-and-running in minutes using  WIFI,  while still being able to maintain full-control using their software services.  Eye 

Candy is a great service and is being used around the world by many international businesses. 

LEDIT-Flex ™ screens offer a 2  year limited warranty,  
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LED Pitch  3mm 4mm 5mm 

Different sizes available   


